
Woodpeckers ⅔ Summer 2 (B) French: Les Saisons

What I should already know: I know how to say ten fruits in French. I know that ‘un’ and ‘une’ are used to describe one thing and ‘les’
is used for describing the plural. I can name ten vegetables in French and have begun to use french in role play scenarios. I can use role
play to say which ice cream I would like and make a choice between a cone or a tub. I know how to ask for an icecream in French using
phrases such as ‘Je Voudrais’ and ‘Sil vous plait’. I know the names of ten 2D shapes in French and have begun to understand which
use ‘un’ and which use ‘une’.

Enquiry Questions

Can we say the 4 seasons in French with
their determiner?

Can we say a short phrase about Winter
weather in French?

Can we say a short phrase about Spring
weather in French?

Can we say a short phrase about Summer
weather in French?

Can we say a short phrase about Autumn
weather in French?

Can we express which is our favourite
season in French?

Key Vocabulary

See Language Mat on other side

Language Skills
Pupils will:

● Listen attentively to spoken language and show
● understanding by joining in and responding.
● Explore the patterns and sounds of language through

songs and rhymes and link the spelling,sound and
meaning of words.

● Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases
and basic language structures.

● Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that
others understand when they are reading aloud or
using familiar words and phrases.

● Present ideas and information orally to a range of
audiences.

● Read carefully and show understanding of words,
phrases and simple writing.

● Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the
language.

● Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to
understand new words that are introduced into familiar
written material, including through using a dictionary.

● Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create
new sentences, to express ideas clearly. Describe
people, places, things and actions orally and in writing.
Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language
being studied, including (where relevant): feminine,
masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of
high‐frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the
language; how to apply these to build sentences; and
how these differ from or are similar to English.



Lin�� to ot��� cu���c��u� ar���: P��E- li��� an� di���k��, Lit����y- s�e���n� an� li���n���.


